ACROSS

2 People used this vehicle to move things across country before trains and cars
4 Walking a long way on trails
7 What Job shouted out when he found the place to build his home
10 The path Job traveled on to get to the West
11 A place with a lot of trees
12 Job wanted to move to Puget Sound because he knew this was coming
13 Large vessels that carried people and cargo by water to other parts of the world

DOWN

1 The Puyallup Tribe used this to travel on the water
3 Someone who is one of the first to do something new
5 People who lived on Commencement Bay before Job arrived
6 The Puyallup Tribe's of the large mountain AND the name of the town Job helped to found
8 Job built this to live in
9 Job's home was built out of these

www.jobcarrmuseum.org